processes are those that in principle may access any belief in the course of their operation. These two properties are, in turn, best explained by central cognition being a domain-general and informationally unencapsulated system. The ascent towards higher cognitive processing involves the progressive loosening of the constraints of modularity: greater generality in processing and wider access to stored information. This corresponds to the classical understanding of canonical higher thought processes such as reasoning, analogy making, and decision processes. There is thus some account of how to recognize whether a process belongs to higher or lower cognition, unlike on the simple view on which higher processes are more or less just those that are not perception.
However, the necessity of these conditions is challenged by massively modular models of cognition. In these architectures, even central cognition is fragmented into a host of domainspecific processors. Moreover, none of these systems has the unrestricted scope and access characteristic of Fodorian central cognition. In the standard formulation of evolutionary psychology, cognitive domains corresponding to adaptive problems are assigned to dedicated reasoning systems. Mate selection, predator detection, conspecific recognition, cheater detection, and a host of other survival-linked cognitive skills all employ distinctive reasoning principles, tap separate bodies of information, and operate semi-autonomously from each other. The total interaction of all of these systems produces the rich complexity of human thought, rather than any single domain-general reasoning device (Carruthers, 2006) . At issue here is not whether the mind is in fact massively modular; the point is that as far as constructing a taxonomy of higher and lower systems goes, modularity by itself does not seem to capture what we are looking for, since it seems perfectly coherent for there to be modularly organized higher cognitive systems. Call this the Neutrality Problem: in attempting to reconstruct the distinction, we should try to do so in a way that accommodates massively modular architectures (and others) in principle.
Finally, consider two non-psychological accounts of the higher/lower distinction. One is drawn from neuroscience. The brain offers what seems to be an obvious model of higher and lower systems, namely one grounded in afference hierarchies. Moving inwards from the peripheral nervous system, each synaptic step represents a rung on the ladder towards everhigher brain regions. This model is implicit in theories that assumed that brain network connectivity has a straightforward hierarchical structure, with inputs flowing to a central dominant control point before turning into efferent signals and flowing outward again. Activity is propagated linearly upwards through sensory areas, through "association cortices", and ultimately to wherever this seat of control is located-perhaps the distinctively human prefrontal cortex. 3 This model offers a literal interpretation of our central metaphor: higher cognitive functions are localized at higher levels of the afference hierarchy. The model also gains support from the fact that sensory systems typically involve internal processing hierarchies in which they move from simpler to more abstract and complex representations of their objects: from edges and various other primitive features to 2-D shapes, and from shapes of objects to assignments of category membership. Higher cognition involves extracting and manipulating such abstractions.
Since they are the peak of the afference hierarchy, higher brain regions in this scheme would also receive and integrate inputs from all lower regions, which puts them in a position to implement informationally unconstrained reasoning and decision-making processes. On representational and 3 So Benton (1991) comments that historically the prefrontal region was thought to provide "the neural substrate of complex mental processes such as abstract reasoning, foresight, planning capacity, self-awareness, empathy, and the elaboration and modulation of emotional reactions" (p. 3). For the history of ideas about "association cortex" more generally, and about the localization of intellectual function, see Finger (1994), Chs. 21 & 22. control-theoretic grounds this might seem to capture some important properties of higher thought.
Unfortunately, the picture of neural organization that this model relies on is false when examined in detail. Within only a few synaptic hops inward from the periphery, it rapidly becomes impossible to trace any single neat hierarchy of regions. While afferent pathways are initially organized into linear tracts, widespread lateral branching structure emerges early on.
Even in primary sensory areas there is massive crossover; early sensory processing rapidly becomes multimodal, and intertwined pathways are the norm (Ghazanfar & Schroeder, 2006; Schroeder & Foxe, 2004) . Many of these pathways are also recurrent, forming loops rather than unidirectional paths. Such top-down influences are essential for resolving ambiguities in the perceptual array and speeding recognition (Kveraga, Ghuman, & Bar, 2007) . Finally, there is no single neural pinnacle where these tracts converge. Higher cognitive processes recruit widespread networks activating multiple regions at many putatively distinct levels of processing (Anderson, 2010) . Reading higher processes off of the neural architecture, then, seems unpromising.
A final non-psychological account appeals to evolutionary history. Higher cognitive processes on this view would be those that are of more recent evolutionary origin, with lower processes being earlier and (therefore) simpler, and higher processes being those that build on these and enable more complex and powerful cognitive achievements. This notion goes back to T. H. Huxley and his "doctrine of continuity", along with the work of C. Lloyd Morgan on the varieties of animal intelligence, and ultimately to Darwin himself, who in The Descent of Man posited "numberless gradations" in the mental powers of nonhuman animals. 4 However, this proposal faces several objections. For one thing, even structures that make their first appearance early in a species' history are subject to continual modification. This is true even for the visual system, which shares many commonalities across existing primate lineages; human area V1 exhibits distinctive specializations in laminar organization and neuronal phenotypes and spacing, and area V3A exhibits greater motion-sensitivity than does its macaque homologue (Preuss, 2011) . If it is the current species-typical form of the capacity that counts, these too may have a relatively short evolutionary history. As a species undergoes new phenotypic modifications, these systems may adjust as well; as new capacities are added, they modify the old ones in various ways. The addition of language areas to the brain, for example, does not leave the underlying architecture the same, with widespread changes in connectivity within and among areas that have existing primate homologues (Barrett, forthcoming) . Even more surprisingly, bipedal walking seems to recruit areas in and around primary visual cortex independently of whether visual input is being processed (Allen, 2009, p. 89) . So there may be no stable temporal order of fixed systems to appeal to; what these systems do changes as new components are added around them.
Moreover, some systems that do not fit the intuitive profile of higher cognition may be comparatively recent, and some higher cognitive structures may be ancient. According to some computational models, emergence of language may depend on the development of an expanded short term memory buffer for temporal sequences, but this expanded buffer per se does not seem to be an especially "higher" capacity (Elman, 1993) . For an example of the latter, Carruthers (2004) has argued that even bees and other insects may literally have beliefs and desires, making them positively ancient in evolutionary terms. Whether this is true or not (see Camp, 2009 for criticism), it doesn't seem that there is any essential link between being on the list of intuitively higher cognitive states and falling in any particular place on the evolutionary calendar. concept is always a concept of a certain entity (my cat, the man in the silver jacket, the Eiffel tower, the number 3), property (being furry, being a third son, being a quadruped, being irascible), kind (cats, unicorns, gluons, Hilbert spaces), state (being true, being dead, feeling elated), or event (exploding, kicking, kissing). Some of the things that we can have concepts of are things that can also be represented by us in other ways. We can perceive red, furry things and we can think about redness and furriness. These properties are represented both in perception and conceptually. The property of being a triple may be perceptually detectable and manipulable by our faculty of numerical cognition, but we can also entertain the concept of the number 3.
Similarly, we learn to detect and represent nouns long before we learn the concept of a noun. The mind's systems are representationally redundant in this way.
But many things cannot be represented by our dedicated systems for perception, action, numerical cognition, language, etc. For instance, Hilbert spaces, being mathematical objects, have no perceptual manifestations and surely exceed our number faculty's powers. Whether something is an allusion to Dante's Inferno is not something that the language faculty is capable of representing, and yet we can, with training, come to recognize such allusions. The same goes for social roles such as the ancient Greek notion of being an erastes or eromenos, or the contemporary relation of being a "friend with benefits"; for aesthetic qualities like being an example of Minimalist composition or being a sonnet; for material kinds such as polyester-rayon blend fabric; for theoretical kinds in various sciences such as extrasolar planets, ribosomes, and prions; and so on. We can represent and think about all of these types of things, but the capacity to do so does not seem proprietary to any cognitive system, particularly not our sensorimotor systems.
To say that concepts are abstract representations, then, is to say the following. First, we are capable of having concepts of things that we cannot represent using any of our other representational systems. Our concepts can transcend the representational resources of these systems. As many of the above examples indicate, this can happen where the categories we are representing are ones that simply have no perceivable or manipulable manifestations at all, and hence cannot be directly represented by sensorimotor systems.
Second, not only can we exceed the representational power of these systems, we can cross-classify the world relative to the distinctions made by these systems. Where perception groups objects together (e.g., by their shape, size, color, motion, and so on), we can distinguish them in conceptualized thought. Two kinds of berry look similar, but are actually distinct; jadeite and nephrite are similar in their perceivable traits, but differ in molecular composition. And where perception groups objects separately, we can bring them under a common concept; hence we recognize that the caterpillar and the butterfly, appearances aside, are one and the same.
Third, we are also at least sometimes capable of having concepts of the very same categories that are represented by these other cognitive systems. However, our concepts need not represent them in the same way as these systems do. Hence there can be concepts of perceivable objects that do not represent them in a perceptual way. This is clear from the fact that we can think about entities without knowing their appearance, and we can perceive their appearances without knowing what they are. Concepts may re-encode categories that are represented elsewhere in the mind, and some of these re-encodings involve representing the same category but discarding some of the information carried by earlier forms of representation (e.g., finegrained information about appearances).
To summarize these points, we can say that a system S 1 has representational resources that are more abstract than S 2 when it can represent categories that cannot be represented given the resources of S 2 , when it can cross-classify the categories represented by S 2 , and when it can represent categories that S 2 can, but in an informationally reduced fashion. Abstraction is thus not only a complex property, having several possibly separable components, it is also defined relationally between pairs of systems. Concepts are abstract relative to our perceptual systems, and also with respect to many intermediate nonconceptual processors as well. So the first function of conceptualized thought is to enable the creature that has them to transcend the ways of representing the world that its other cognitive systems give it.
Causal autonomy
Second, concepts are causally autonomous. This means at least two things. First, they are capable of being tokened without the presence of their referents. Crudely, we can think about banana crème pies without being hit in the face with one. This capacity comes in several strengths. In the weak form we can think about the referent where it exists but is simply not perceptually available at the moment. There are no pies here, but I can wish for one and wonder how to make it. In the stronger form, we can entertain concepts of things even despite the fact that their referents do not and perhaps cannot exist. Unicorns, perfect circles, and gods do not exist, hence our concepts of these things are necessarily causally isolated from them. Even so, they have been the subjects of an enormous amount of cogitation. Concepts enable our representational powers to persist across absences.
Second, even when the referent of a concept is causally present and impinging on the senses, the way in which we represent and reason about it is in principle independent of our ongoing interactions with it and the world. We may decide to think about the cat that we are looking at, or we may not. And even when we are thinking about it, the way in which we are thinking about it may depart from the way that we perceive it to be (since appearances can be deceiving) or believe it to be (if we are reasoning counterfactually).
What these two characteristics show is that the conceptual system is to some degree causally autonomous from how the world affects us perceptually. This idea has been expressed by saying that concepts are under endogenous or organismic control (Prinz, 2002) . This autonomy may be automatic, or it may be intentionally engaged and directed. For an example of automatic or unintentional disengagement, consider the phenomenon known as "mind wandering", in which cognition proceeds according to its own internally driven schedule despite what the creature is perceiving. When there is no particular goal being pursued and attention is not captured by any specific object, trains of thought stop and start based only on our own idiosyncratic associations, interests, dreams, memories, and needs. These also intrude into otherwise organized and focused cognitive processes, depending on one's ability to inhibit them,. This is an uncontrolled form of causal autonomy.
More sophisticated forms of causal autonomy involve the creature's being able to direct its own thoughts; for example, to think about quadratic equations rather than pie because that is what the creature wants to do. Deciding to think about one thing rather than another is a form of intentional mental action. Hence it is one typical feature of higher cognitive processes that they can be under intentional control or, more broadly, they can be subject to metacognitive governance. Metacognition involves being able to represent and direct the course of our psychological states, a form of causal autonomy.
The capacity to deal with absences through causally autonomous cognition involves "detached" representations (Gärdenfors, 1996; Sterelny, 2003) , which can be manipulated independently of the creature's present environment. Information about particulars needs to be stored and retrieved for future use-I need to be able to locate my car keys in the morning, birds need to be able to locate caches of stored food in winter, and so on. Information about general categories (ways to get a cab in Chicago, kinds of berries that are edible in these woods) also needs to be accessible. Going beyond merely reacting to what the present environment contains requires planning for situations that don't now exist and may never exist. Planning, in turn, requires the ability to entertain possible scenarios and reason about how to either make them the case or not. And this requires bringing to bear knowledge about the particular and general facts about the world beyond what is immediately present.
This sort of autonomy also shows up in hypothetical reasoning of various kinds.
Hypotheses are conjectures concerning what might be the case. While some are straightforward generalizations of experience, others (e.g., abductive inferences) are ampliative leaps that are not determined by the perceptual evidence accumulated thus far. Long-range planning (for where to find food and shelter when winter comes, or what to do in order to get a Ph.D.) demands an especially high degree of causal autonomy. Wherever the goal to be achieved is sufficiently far ahead in time or requires sufficiently many intervening stages, the only way to reliably guide oneself to it is by disengaging from present concerns.
Causally autonomous cognition is closely connected with counterfactual thinking, though they do not precisely come to the same thing. Being able to entertain thoughts that are not causally determined by what is present is part of being able to entertain thoughts of what is not the case. Proper counterfactual cognition requires more than this, of course: the creature needs to be aware (in some sense) that the scenario being entertained is one that isn't the case, otherwise there would be nothing stopping it from acting as if it were. Hence the close relationship between the sort of supposing that goes on in counterfactual thinking and imagining, pretending, and pretense more generally. These capacities, despite their differences, derive from the same functional template, namely the causal autonomy of cognition, wherein representations are manipulated in a way that is independent of ongoing sensorimotor processing and which is also marked as explicitly nonfactive.
The second function of conceptualized thought, then, is to be available for deployment and manipulation in ways that are driven by the internal condition of the organism and not by the environment or its impact on the organism, where this may be guided by practical ends (as in planning), or by theoretical ends (as in reasoning and generating explanations).
Free recombination
Third, concepts are capable of free recombination. By this I mean that they obey Evans' Generality Constraint, or something much like it. In Evans' terms, GC amounts to the following: if a creature can think "a is F", and can also entertain thoughts about G, then it can think that "a is G"; and if it can also entertain thoughts about b, then it can think that "b is F". If you have available an individual concept and a predicate concept, and you are capable of combining them, then you are also capable of exercising that combinatorial ability with respect to all of the other individual and predicate concepts that you have. A child who can think thoughts about the individuals Daddy, Mommy, and Kitty, and who can think "Kitty is mean" and "Mommy is nice" can also think "Daddy is mean" and "Kitty is nice", inter alia. Conceptualized thought is general insofar as it allows this sort of free recombination regardless of the content of the concepts involved. Put a slightly different way, once the possible forms of combination are fixed, there are no restrictions on the sort of information that can be accessed and combined by concept possessors.
As stated, GC only applies to "atomic" thoughts, but it is easily generalized. For instance, where P, Q , and R stand for atomic thoughts, if a creature can think "P and Q", then it can also think "P and R". And where it can think "Fs are Gs" and can also think about Hs, then it can think "Fs are Hs". These category-combining thoughts make it clear that a significant function of the Generality Constraint construed as being about free recombination is that it allows us to think these sorts of potentially cross-domain thoughts.
7 If we can think that "Sophie is a cat" (a biological classification), and that "cats are prohibited in the building" (an expression of a social norm), then we can think "Sophie is prohibited in the building" (an application of a norm to an individual).
Being able to integrate information across disparate domains in this way is central to the ability to draw productive inferences and reason flexibly about the world, which consists of an overlapping mosaic of properties drawn from indefinitely many interrelated realms. Of course, GC needs to be put together with sufficiently powerful inferential apparatus in order to generate these conclusions. From "Fs are Gs" and "Gs are Hs", the conclusion that "Fs are Hs" can only be drawn if one is equipped to draw the relevant inference. One needs access to a rule implementing transitive categorical inference. By the same token, causal inferences and other forms of nondeductive reasoning also require premises that bridge representational domains.
Having an overall representational system satisfying GC is necessary for this.
Saying that concepts satisfy the Generality Constraint is another way of saying that conceptual representations are to a certain extent context-independent. That is, they are capable of being deployed in connection with any number of different concepts for an open-ended number of purposes, for the satisfaction of indefinitely many tasks and goals, all under the control of a wide array of processes. For example, presumably most creatures are capable of reasoning about mates and possible mating strategies. And at least some employ a theory of mind 7 I have emphasized the role of GC in allowing cross-domain thought and inference in Weiskopf (2010) , where I also argued that massively modular minds cannot conform to GC and hence cannot be concept possessors in this sense. Here one might wonder whether requiring free recombination involves a violation of my neutrality principle; that is, whether this is a way of ruling out massively modular accounts of higher cognition by fiat. I think not, since it needs to be argued that massive modularity violates GC; it is not simply built into the view that it does. Free recombination picks out a functional property that is independent of the organization of cognitive architecture and its realization. Whether a particular architecture can achieve Generality is an open question, and so no questions are being begged vis-à-vis neutrality.
in achieving their mating ends-they operate with a range of mentalistic construals of the thoughts, desires, and emotions of their conspecifics. And finally, some are capable of thinking about quantity in general, as well as particular numbers such as 2, 3, etc. But only by putting these capacities together could a creature arrive at the baroque combinations of parallel romantic entanglements involved in the average daytime soap opera, in which one needs to manage the (often multiple) romantic affairs of several protagonists engaged in complex webs of deception and manipulation. Putting together the separate domains of mating, minds, and math requires Generality.
The notion of Generality as deployed by Evans ties it closely with the notion of fully propositional thought. GC can be seen as a closure condition on the domain of propositions that a system can entertain. But we can envisage forms of the constraint that do not require propositional representation. All that the basic notion of Generality needs is that representations have some form of componential structure. For a non-propositional example, consider a Tinkertoy model of chemical structure, in which spheres represent various types of atoms and sticks represent chemical bonds. The size and shape of a stick determines the type of sphere it can be combined with, and the whole set of possible arrangements can be generated by a set of rules not unlike a grammar. Yet while these chemical models represent possible objects rather than propositions, they conform to Generality in our extended sense: where a and b are spheres having the same configuration of holes (similar size, shape, etc.), they are intersubstitutable in a model in the same way that individual concepts are intersubstitutable in thoughts. Any process that can manipulate and transform a model containing a should be able to do the same for one containing b.
A final point: Generality is not to be confused with recursion. Many have pinpointed the emergence of recursion as the decisive transformation that enabled human thought to transcend its evolutionary antecedents. 8 The power of recursion lies in its giving access to an infinite number of new representations from a finite base. All suprasentential inferences, and many subsentential ones, require structures that display at least some recursively embedded structure (e.g., what the propositional connectives deliver). So systems that display free recombination only become truly useful once simple recursion is available. It goes without saying that recursive representational systems obey Generality at least in their recursive parts, since, e.g., any
propositional representations can be intersubstituted for p and q in the material conditional if p then q. This does not strictly require imposing Generality on the atomic propositions themselves, although dissociating these two properties would be strange. For present purposes, we can regard recursive systems as a special case of Generality. Put differently, free recombination is a more cognitively fundamental property than productivity.
So the third function of conceptualized thought is to enable the free and contextindependent combination of information of information across domains, and more broadly to facilitate the construction of complex representations that can be the subjects of a range of inferential processes.
Higher cognition as a psychological kind
These three properties constitute the core functions of the human conceptual system. These properties are graded, so there will be cases of marginal concept possession involving creatures that have these qualities only to a certain degree; but more importantly, these properties pick out functional roles that are logically independent and empirically dissociable as well.
Conceptualized thought, perhaps uniquely, occupies the apex defined by joint possession of all three properties, with higher faculties as conceived of here occupying a graded series, on which some faculties may be higher in one respect without being so in another. This fractional approach to describing higher faculties also avoids the problems posed by earlier single-criterion accounts. On this picture we can see both the hierarchy of higher cognitive faculties generally, and conceptualized thought in particular, as constituting psychological kinds. A psychological kind, in the present sense, is a type of structure that plays an important unifying or explanatory role in 9 Several existing accounts of higher cognition are similar to the present one, which attempts to build on their insights. Allen & Hauser (1991) argued that higher cognition in animals involves being able to represent abstract categories, that is, those that have highly various perceptual manifestations. This is close to the representational abstractness criterion proposed here. Christensen & Hooker (2000) give a highly detailed account of how various forms of causal autonomy might be structured and related to lower-level capacities for maintaining the integrity of living forms. Camp (2009) argues that both Generality and stimulus-independence are required for conceptual thought, but does not separately mention representational abstractness. And Sterelny (2003) proposes that robust tracking using decoupled representations is essential for belief-like cognition; this corresponds to the combination of causal autonomy and representational abstractness. Another extraordinarily detailed proposal concerning how these two might be fused comes in Amati & Shallice's (2007) theory of abstract projectuality. On the present view, all of these make a distinctive and necessary contribution to higher cognition and conceptual thought proper, though none are the whole story taken on their own. a sufficiently wide range of cognitive and behavioral phenomena (Weiskopf, 2011) . The taxonomy itself meets this standard insofar as it lays out three well-defined and scientifically interesting dimensions of variance, and provides a framework for guiding investigations into cognitive development and evolution, as well as in comparative cognitive ethology.
First, these capacities play a role in developmental explanations. Developmental psychologists are keenly interested in characterizing the nature and timing of the so-called "perceptual-to-conceptual shift" (Rakison, 2005) . This refers to the period when infants go from being able to perceptually track complex categories to having genuine concepts of them. Even very young infants can make perceptual discriminations among relatively high-level categories, such as animals, vehicles, or furniture. But they are initially able to do so only in passive tasks such as perceptual habituation. It is widely agreed that this evidence by itself is too weak to establish that they have the relevant concepts. But there is disagreement over what more is needed.
On this account, two things are required: the ability to carry out at least somewhat sustained off-line processing using these categories, and the ability to combine these categories with others. Without some such account of the functional role of higher thought, we cannot frame experiments or test hypotheses aimed at discovering when such thought comes on-line.
With such an account, however, we can do so-and, importantly, in a way that delivers knowledge about infants' capacities but does not require detailed knowledge about the precise form of the underlying systems and representations they employ. Generally, however, the fact that a capacity is potentially subject to such selection pressures indicates not only that it can be explained, but also that its presence can in turn explain the success facts about an organism in its environment.
Third, note that these capacities are polymorphic. By this I mean that they are general types of cognitive capacities-functional templates-which may be instantiated in cognitive systems in many different ways. There are many different low-level organizations of cognitive components that can satisfy the requirements for various forms of higher cognition. These components may differ in their representational resources, processing characteristics, overall location in the architecture, and so on, so that creatures that have similarly sophisticated capacities may still differ from one another in their precise internal organization (their cognitive "wiring diagram").
However, we may nevertheless want to state generalizations across creatures having different forms of these polymorphic capacities. 10 To take an ethological example, there may be little reason to suppose that higher cognition in nonhuman animals precisely resembles that in humans. Different sensory capacities, needs, and environments may interact to lead them to make radically different conceptual divisions in their worlds, which in turn leads to higher capacities that deal in distinctive types of rules and representations. Indeed, for all we know there may be substantial diversity in these capacities even among humans considered developmentally and cross-culturally.
Given this diversity, we may still want to co-classify these beings that possess differently structured forms of these polymorphic capacities. While they may not reason about or represent the world in precisely the same way that we do, they are undeniably doing something of the same broad type. In order to isolate this capacity, trace its origin, and compare its structure and content to our own, we need a way of describing it that is a level of abstraction removed from the precise details of how it processes information. I would emphasize that there is nothing unusual in this:
precisely the same questions would arise if we were investigating alien neurobiology and
attempting to determine what sorts of neurons, neurotransmitters, synaptic junctions, etc., they possessed. Without an appropriate functional taxonomy in hand, such comparative investigations have no plausible starting point.
What it means for higher cognition to be a kind is just for the division between higher and lower systems to capture categories that are structurally real and explanatorily fruitful.
Taxonomic schemes generally pay their way in science by unifying disparate phenomena, by helping to frame new targets for explanation, and by suggesting novel empirical hypotheses. This organization. That does not mean, however, that certain kinds of internal organization won't be ruled out by these requirements. To take an example, subsumption-style architectures such as those used in certain types of mobile robots may be incapable of satisfying the requirements on higher cognition, even though they possess robust behavioral capacities. Since this architectural restriction is discovered rather than stipulated, it does not violate neutrality.
brief sketch should suggest that the hierarchy of thought as conceived of here can do all three of these things.
Conclusions
One might, not unreasonably, have supposed that the very idea of dividing cognitive capacities into higher and lower reflects a kind of philosophical atavism. Neither the casual way in which the distinction is made by psychologists, nor the poverty of standard attempts to unpack it inspire hope. However, it turns out that not only can we make a rather finely structured set of distinctions that captures many of the relevant phenomena, these distinctions also seem to correspond to genuinely explanatory psychological categories. Seeing organisms through this functional lens, then, allows us to gain empirical purchase on significant developmental, evolutionary, and ethological questions concerning their cognitive structure.
